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Decoys
Decoy Repair

"When plastic decoys are only a memory, you will still be hunting over your Fowl Foolers."

Sea Ducks
15.5" L x 9" W x 3.75" H
- Eider
- Scoter
- Old Squaw

Puddle Ducks
14" L x 9" W x 4.5" H
- Mallard
- Widgeon

Diver Ducks
15.5" L x 9" W x 4.5" H
- Bluebill
- Redhead

Goose and Brant
21" L x 10" W x 5.75" H
- Canada Goose
- Snow Goose
- Canvasback

SuperMag Ducks
21" L x 10" W x 5.75" H
- Mallard
- Black Duck
- Blue Wing Teal
- Green Wing Teal
- Pintail

 Burlap-Wrapped Decoys

To manufacture our Fowl Foolers decoys, a solid Styrofoam body is hand-scraped in burlap. That gives the body a feathered effect and keeps the paint flat and looking realistic. Other important features include:

- Virtually Indestructible: Hard molded, with leather patterns and bill detail. Extremely realistic glass eyes.
- Light Weight: These decoys weigh approximately one to two pounds each.
- Durable: Stand on them, hit them with a Blw. It won’t hurt them; they cannot break.
- Rides Right to Back: Rather than side to side so ducks aren’t spooked.
- Functional Hardwood Keel: Keep excess line wrapped up under the decal when hunting in shallow water. Easy to hold when wrapping or letting out anchor line.
- Optional Weighted Keel: Provides decoys with a self-righting feature.
- Optional Ice Resistant Coating: Resists ice buildup on our burlap-wrapped decoys when the temperature range is near freezing.

“The burlap finish absorbs light and from just a few yards away actually look soft as feathers.”

Roger Sparks, Editor, WildFowl Magazine

Due to the extensive choice of decoy combinations, see our website for the complete line of body styles and head styles.
**Duck Calls**

**Deluxe Double Reed**

Our most popular call, the Deluxe Double Reed Duck Call, has a soft-to-loud range of sound for the waterfowler who wants something extra. It's easy to blow, and with enough air pressure can be very loud.

**Gullet Single Reed**

This miniature call can be used to mimic not only a Teal call, but also a Wood Duck call. Available at a key chain, pin, or necklace. A great gift for your fellow Call Hunters.

**Magnum Canada Goose**

The Magnum Canada Goose call is a long reed goose call that has a higher pitched sound, with more crisp carrying over a large area. This call has been designed for the waterfowler who wants that something extra.

**Easy Blow Canada Goose**

The Easy Blow Canada Goose Call is a long reed goose call requiring very little air pressure. It easily produces the higher pitched sound of a juvenile goose. The sound covers large open areas. This call is designed specifically for hunting Canada geese.

**Call a Duck to Dinner!**

**Wood Duck Call and Teal Call**

Wood Duck Call: #780830 18100

Teal Call: #780830 18100

Give yourself an edge with these calls that are specifically designed for Wood Duck hunting and Teal hunting.

**Miniature Teal**

Keychain: #780830 00001

Pin: #780830 00003

Necklace: #780830 00004

**Accessories**

**Decoy Carrying Bag**

#780830 00009

Our Foul Fodder Decoy Carrying bags have 6 slots. These bags are available in canvas and tan.

**Anchor and Anchor Line**

5 oz Mushroom Anchor: #780830 00004

8 oz Mushroom Anchor: #780830 00001

12 oz Mushroom Anchor: #780830 00002

250 ft Green Braided Nylon 1/8" Line: #780830 00063

240 ft Black Twisted Nylon 1/8" Line: #780830 00064

320 ft Black Hollow Braid Polypropylene 3/8" #6 Line: #780830 00064

540 ft Black Hollow Braid Polypropylene 1/4" #8 Line: #780830 00066

Now that you have the world's best decoys, you'll need to hold them in place. Foul Fodder offers 5 oz, 8 oz, and 12 oz mushroom anchors as well as braided nylon decoy line and tarred twisted nylon decoy line.

**Leather Game Straps**

Basic Swivel: #780830 00009

With Shoulder Strap: #780830 00015

The leather game strap comes two ways, one with just a swivel snap and one with a shoulder strap as well as the basic swivel snap. Both have six loops for carrying your decoys in game.

**Foul Fodder Flapper**

#780830 00050

Measuring approximately 13 inches in length and 8 inches in width, the hand held Foul Fodder Flapper is perfect for adding motion to your decoy spread. The Flapper™ is operated by giving it back and forth, mimicking the appearance of a duck flapping its wings. This motion very effectively draws ducks in to your decoy spread every time.

Additional advantages of using the Flapper™:

- The Method: Once you capture the attention of the ducks and they are coming in, you can put the Flapper™ down. This way, the ducks that get away will not associate the Flapper™ with gun shots and will not flake from the Flapper™ the next time.

- The Price: The Flapper™ is a very inexpensive way to add motion to your spread. It Flies! You do not need to worry about dropping the Flapper™ into the water making it perfect for layout boat hunting.
**Gifts & Decor**

**Spent Shells Along the Atlantic**

Follow along with author Tom Loog as he writes about many stories of spent shells from Florida to Maine.

#780830 01031

---

**Apparel**

**Women’s Camo Lingerie**

- Camo Tank Top: #780830 01722
- White Camo Nightgown: #780830 01721
- Black Lace Pantie: #780830 01705
- Pink Lace Pantie: #780830 01703
- Pink Bow Bra: #780830 01717

---

**Fowl Foolers Apparel**

- Camo Hooded Sweatshirt: #780830 01006
- Fowl Foolers T-Shirts: #780830 01200
- Camo Boxers: #780830 01709
- Camo Swim Shorts: #780830 01723

---

**Fowl Foolers Hats**

Available in tan, camo, and green.

---

**Paper Towel Holder & Coat Racks**

- 5 Dog Coat Rack: #780830 01803
- 3 Dog Coat Rack: #780830 01304
- 1 Dog Coat Rack: #780830 01305
- Paper Towel Holder: #780830 01306

These beautiful coat racks and paper towel holders are made using wooden decoy heads.

---

**Waterfowl Lamps**

- Wood Duck Lamp: #780830 01000
- Mallard Lamp: #780830 01001
- Duck Call Lamp: #780830 08002

Show off your favorite body with these hand-painted decoy lamps. These lamps are the perfect addition to any serious waterfowers’ home or cabin.

---

**Gifts**

- Camo Beer Sockie: #780830 01200
- Camo DrinkMate Bag: #780830 01099
- Duck Head Back Scratcher: #780830 01020
- Fishing Ducks: #780830 01021
Our Company

Fowl Foolers™ was established in 1988. Since then, Fowl Foolers™ Duck and Goose Calls have been used by Ducks Unlimited, and on a national basis by the National Rifle Association and Waterfowl USA.

Fowl Foolers™ holds five patents in the decoy industry, and produces what is considered by most as the best quality decoy on the market today.

In 2013, Scot Smith took over the company reins. We have rededicated ourselves to the standards for which Fowl Foolers™ has long been known, and Scot adds 20+ years of business experience to the Fowl Foolers™ legacy as we move into a new era in duck hunting.

Our new facility in Port Clinton, Ohio is set up to guarantee that the quality and innovation of Fowl Foolers™ remains at the highest levels.

They are just as light as the plastic dekes, but much tougher. They have taken their share of hits with steel shot, and yet they keep floating... try that with a plastic decoy!

Rod Prodonovich, Freelance Outdoor Writer

Pro Staff

Ryan Morton
Ryan believes a well-trained dog is the best reason to hunt ducks and geese. However, handling a dog that doesn’t have the appropriate skill set or exposure to potential hunting situations can make it one of the worst days. His experience hunting different venues continues to refine his training practices to produce stylish and consistent hunting companions. His company, Grain Driver Labradors, is a positive working environment for working retrievers that offers them, along with their handlers, the opportunity to be the best they can be.

Shawn Sinnaeve
Shawn grew up in the woods and marshes of Canada, hunting with his Dad since he was 7. His waterfowling experience envelopes everything from field hunting to hunting marshes and tiny potholes, big water and layout hunting. He now trains hunting retrievers and gun dogs full-time, where he’s found rewarding success. He has trained dogs for the avid waterfowler as well as the upland hunter. He has also earned internationally recognized titles on dogs at all levels up through the Grand Hunting Retriever Champion level with the HRC, a United Kennel Club sanctioned organization.

Allen Zeman
Allen’s earliest memories of waterfowl hunting are being carried to the blind by his dad so his feet would not get wet. He was born and raised in Springfield, Ohio and moved to the Port Clinton area in 1996. After college, Allen went on to work for the Ohio Department of Natural Resources Division of Wildlife until 2000. At this time, he became a full-time fishing and waterfowl hunting guide. Allen had been waterfowl hunting for 15 years before becoming a guide 13 years ago. He and his wife are expecting their first child and hope to pass on the tradition to her.

Captain Richie Lindsay
Richie has over 20 years of experience in the field and a true passion for hunting. Richie began hunting in the early 80s and 90s with his father and brother building the foundation for his passion. He experienced hunting throughout Maryland’s Eastern Shore and expanded his hunting up and down the east coast in pursuit of game. In the mid-90s Richie began his career as professional waterfowl guide. During the next 4 years, Richie thrived as a professional guide for outfitters located in MD, DE and NY. In 2008, Richie took his depth of knowledge and started his own outfitting service, Grove Point Outfitters.